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CONSIDERATIONS ON CELL-LINEAGE AND 
ANCESTRAL REMINISCENCE, 

BASED OX 

A RE-EXAMINATION OF SOME POISTS IN THE EARLY DEVEL- 
OPMENT OF ASNELIDS AND POLYCLADES. 

EDMUND B. WILSON. 
( R a d  December 13, 147.) 

FIVE years ago I observed in the embryos of two polychz- 
tous annelids, An'& fitLfo (Clap.) and Spio fidgittosrrs (Clap,), 
that the two so-called '' primary mesoblasts " bud forth a pair 
of extremely minute superficial cells near the posterior lip of the 
blastopore before giving rise to the mesoblast-bands.' Scarcely 
larger than polar bodies, these cells lie at or near the surface at 
the posterior margin of the entoblast-plate, wedged in between 
the latter and the primary mesoblasts (Fig. I ,  A, C, P ;  Fig. 2, 

A, P, t) ; and in this position they are carried into the interior 
during 'the ensuing invagination. I could not determine their 
fate, and found no evidence that they underwent growth or di- 
vision, or that they took any part in the building of the embryo. 
In NrreiS, however, I found that this pair of rudimentary cells 
was represented by a group of not less than six or eight some- 
what larger cells (Fig. I ,  B, D ;  Fig. 2, B), formed in exactly 
the same way and in the same position,' and further that these 

l I 8 9 2 ,  P. 458. 11892, p. 411. 
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cells were functional in development, giving rise to a definite 
part of the body, though, as will appear beyond, I fell into 
error regarding their precise fate.’ These facts strongly SLW- 9 
gested that the pair of rudimentary cells ip Arkin and Spro 
were to bc regarded as vestiges of an ancestral type of devel- 
opment in which they were represented by a group of larger 
functional cells, such as are still found in the embryo of N m b .  
Such a conclusion, if it could be established, would possess an 
importance for the general problems of cell-lineage even greater 
than its interest for the more special problems of annelid em- 
bryology. For if vestigial structures may appear in ontogeny 
in the form of single cells, the fact would not only afford a 
striking illustration of the inadequacy of all so-called ‘ I  mechan- 
ical ” explanations of cleavage-forms, but would supply a very 
important datum for the estimation of the cell-theory as applied 
to development., 

The results of a re-examination of the history of these small 
cells in Ncreis, taken in connektion with other recent studies in 
cell-lineage, lend strong support to the conclusion indicated 
above, enabling us, as I believe, to give a definite interpretation 
to the vestigial cells of Aricia, Spio and other forms.in which 
they have recently been observed and they also raise some 
interesting further questions regarding ancestral reminiscence in 
cell-lineage. I am also able to contribute some new observa- 
tions on the cell-lineage of a polyclade (Leptopluim), which bear 
directly on these questions and considerably extend their range, 

1 Von Wishghawn ( 1@1 1 Iud previously observed in Nreir Bwiurihi, n p u p  
of small cells derived from the “second somatoblast,” which probably correspond 
with thoOK I hnve described in N. /inibnlo and N. nieguhpr, though their exact mipin 
w u  not followed. Wirtinghnusen believed that they gave rise to n part of the 
ectoblut--1 result wholly ditTerent from Loth my enrlier.nccount and the present one. 

*Minute cells exactly corresponding in origin and number to those of Aricia have 
k e n  found by Mead in Aviphifrite (I&, p. 467 ; 1897, p. 247) and by Holmes ip 
P/flirorlir (1897, p. 101). Iillir hns found n pnir of corresponding but slightly 
IarKer cells in Urio (1895, p. 1 7 ) ,  while in Cly,netit//n they arc DS large as the pri- 
mary mesoblmts (Mead, 1897, p: ’264). The corresponding cclls in Uitbrt//,a 
(Heymons), Crepidtda (Conklin), and Phym (Wienejski) will he referred to be- 
youd (see pp. 6, 11-12). 
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I. 
THE RELATIONS DETWEEN MJSODLAST AXD ESTODLAST I N  

ASNELIDS‘ASD MOLLUSKS. 
In Abeis, as in the typical development of other annelids and 

of gasteropods and lamellibranchs, the mesoblast-bands are de- 
rived from the posterior cell of the fourth quartet of “ micro- 
meres.”‘ This cell, now generally known as the secoiid sorimto- 
Irlnst, divides into two symmetrical halves which have been usu- 
ally designated as the “primary mesoblasts ;” and from them, by 
a series of slightly unequal successive divisions, arise the meso- 
blast-bands which extend follward in the cleavage-cavity at the 
sides of the embryo. Before giving rise to the mesoblast-bands, 
however, the “ primary mesoblasts ” bud forth the small cells 
already referred to, at .or near the surface directly behind the 
two posterior macromeres ‘‘ C ” and D.” At least six, and 
probably not less than ten, of these cells are formed, the primary 
mesoblasts meanwhile sinking below the surface and becoming 
quite covered by ectoblast-cells which advance from the sides 
and from behind. The small cells first formed lie at the surface, 
wedged in between the “ primary mesoblasts ” and the macro- 
meres (Fig. I ,  D, e ;  Fig. 2, B,), Those formed later lie 
below the surface, owing to a change in the plane of division 
(Fig. 3, A) .  The small cells, which are very conspicuous in 
sections by reason of their intensely chromatic, closely reticu- 
lated ‘nuclei, thus become arylged in a thin plate extending 
inwards” from the surface between the primary mesoblasts and 
the two posterior macromeres (Fig. 3, B), After the formation 
of the small cells the bivisions of the primary mesoblasts sud- 
denly change both in form and direction, the plane of division 
being now nearly or quite at right angles to the former (i. c., 
approximately parallel to the sagittal plane of the embryo) and 
the cells thus produced being nearly as large as the primary 

1 Ntrtir is somewhat exceptional in the fact that the other three cells of the 
fotlrth quartet are supprused. In Ariciu, Po!ymh, Spio, ~y~pu.~brdrrchrrr. /?Y- 

&;AcJ, P~l j ‘prd i i~  (all of which I have examined), and in some others, the fourth 
quartet, is complete, and in the lint two forms named, a fifth quartet of (entoblnstic) 
n\icromeres is fonned before the inragination (Cf. Fig. 2, A ) .  
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FIG. 1.1 Euly embryos of An& ( A ,  C) md Nerd> ( B ,  D) in q i t l a l  section 
(A, B, C, optical, D, actual). Showing the formation of ma\\ postuior 
entoblasts (0, between M and D. 

A, B, 0, b‘, cells of the entoblast-plate (cf. Fig. 2); M, the llprimqmesoblLst;” 
m, mesoblast-hnd; X, the first somatoblast or its duivativu, fonning the soma- 
tic plate. 

mesoblasts. Thus are formed the mesoblast-bands which form 
together a V-shaped mass of cells lying between the macromeres 
and the overlying ectoblast. Near the middle line the two 
halves of the V are often slightly separated ; and’into the space 

1 All the figures are from camera drawings, made fmnl prcparatiom unless other- 
wise stated. O p t i d  sections have been fully confirmed by actual. 
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thus formed some of the small cells usually extend, appearing 
in sections in the sharpest contrast both to the large rounded 
mesoblast-cells and to.those of the lateral ectoblast (Fig. 3, C). 
From this point the mesoblast-bands extend towards the sides 
and ultimately curve upwards (forwards with respect to the 
adult long axis) at the sides of the embryo.' 

A B 
FIG. 2. Corresponding surface views, from the lower pole, of early embryos of Aririo 

(A)  nnd f irt i3 (I?); the limit of the ectoblast, i. c., tht lip of the blutospore, 
is shown by the huvy line, A shows the single pair of vrstiginl entoblasts ( I ,  

e) of Ariria lying in front of the primary mesoblasts which arc dividing to fom 
the inesoblast-bands (cf. Fig. I, C, which shows the same specimen in sagittal 
section). B shows two pain of superficial entoblasts, lying behind the m a o -  
mere D, and the spindles of a deeper budding of the '' primary rnrroblasts " (cf. 
Fig. 3, A, for section of this stage). 

A, B, C, D, the four b a d  cntoblslrtr or mammcres; ak', the fourth quprtct of 
"micromeres " (entomeres); 0 5 4 ,  the fifth quartet (entomen) ; $4, derivn- 
tires of the third qunrtet (cctomeres) ; A/, M, the primmy mewblasts (shded in 
B ) .  

Up to this point the account here given is substantially the 
same as that contained in my earlier paper on Nrrerj. Regard- 

1 In Aricin the mewblast-ban& nre fonned much earlier, while the primary meso- 
blasts still lie nt the surface (Fig. I, C )  ; and d e y  lie at fint side by side, nearly 
pnrnllel to each other, extending u p w ~ d s  behind the entoblnst-plate (Fig. 7 ) .  In 
bpth these respects Aricin is somewhat similnr to Lurndrirur (Cf. Wilson, Emhry- 
olcgy of the Enrthworm, Fig. 30 : fourrr. MrpA., 1889 J. 
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ing tlic fate of the small. cells, however, my first account was 
wide of the mark; for I believed that they migrated into the 
interior and spread out upon the walls of the archenteron to 
form a part of the splanchnic mesoblast.‘ I accordingly called 
the small cells I (  secondary mesoblast ’ I  and applied the same 
term to the rudimentary cells of Aricin and Spio. Later studies 
by several observers seemed to confirm this conclusion. Lillie 
found in Uih  a single pair of small superficial cells, budded 
forth from the primary mesoblasts ” exactly as in Arkin or 
NfreiE, but relatively larger, which he likewise believed to 
wander into the cleavage-cavity to form a part of the niesoblast.’ 
Heymons found in Ilrrr6reffa two pairs of corresponding but 
still larger cells, which he, too, apparently traced into the meso- 
blast.3 Mead found t h a t s  corresponding pair of minute cells, 
in Atrrphifrifp are carried in at the tips of the mesoblast-bands ;‘ 
while Holmes still more recently states that in PIntror6is they 
enter the segmentation cavity: Wierzejski’s recent observations 
on Plysn,b though differing from the foregoing in some impor- 
tant details, agree in referring the small cells, of which several 
pairs are formed, to the mesoblast. With such an array of 
confirmatory evidence my original conclusion seemed to be 
strongly supported. Conklin, however, in his remarkable paper 
on Crepdda, reached a wholly different result, finding in that 
gasteropod that cells which probably correspond with the small 
cells of Nurcir, give tire to  the postfrior part of tlrc nrchetrtcroit? 
In regard to ficrfh, I have long suspected that my original 
account of the fate of the small cells was erroneous. A re- 
newed examination of the matter has left no doubt that such 
was the case, and gives the strongest ground for the conclusion 
that, like the corresponding cells in Crcpidida, thy  ctrter ittto 
the forimtiott qf fhe nrchcnffroir. The evidence for this con- 
clusion is as follows : 

In my earlier paper on Ncrcis I overlooked the fact that, be- 
sides the small cells derived from the g (  primary mesoblasts,” 

1 Ntrtis, p. 413. 61897, p. 101. 
‘18g5, p. 28. 
J 1893, p. 281. 
1897, P. 248. 

1897, p. 389. ’ 1897, P. 71. 
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other closely similar cells are formed, just in front of them by 
briddhg f iow tht ~II(IcI0IIIeres. These cells agree closely with 
those derived from the ‘‘ primary mesoblasts” both in size and 
in the close reticulation and intensely chromatic character of 

FIG. 3, NERTJS. Sections of successive stnges in the fmntion of the entoblast-plug 
nnd mesoblast-bands in embryos of Ntrtis (act id  sections, Flemming’s fluid ; C is 
tranverx, the others sagittal). Lettering 0s before. A shows a deep budding of 
ilf (cf, Fig. 2, B);  B, later l t q e  showing p u p  of small cells (c) derived from 
J f i  C, still later stage, nearly transverse, showing the mesablast-bands (n, n )  
nnd the g m p  of small cells ( c )  bclow; D, budding of the posterior macromcrc, 
D; E, recession of the entohlnst-nuclei; F, first nppcarnnce of the pigment in the 
smnll cells. 
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their nuclei. The first of them to be formed are budded forth 
at the surface near the lower pole at a time when the “pn-  
mary mesoblasts ” have budded three or four times (Fig. 3,  0). 
Those produced later do not reach the surface, the macro- 
mere-nuclei receding from the surface and leaving below them 
(towards the surface) a closely packed mass or plug of small 
cells (Fig, 3, E), ‘the more anterior of which have been de- 
rived from the macromeres, and, therefore, are unquestionably 
of entoblastic. origin,‘ while the more posterior have been 
derived from the .“primary mesoblasts.” This plug is bor- 
dered in front and at the sides by the ectoblast-cells of the lips 
of the blastopore, which has now become much diminished in 
size, while posteriorly it abuts superficially against the ecto- 
blast-cells of the somatic plate (derivatives of dz ” or I‘ X,” the 
first somatoblast) and at a deeper level against the primary 
mesoblasts (Fig. 3, E).  In the cells of this plug are now de- 
veloped coarse granules of black pigment (Fig. 3, F), by means 
of which they are so unmistakably marked that their later his- 
tory may be followed step by step with great accuracy. Thus 
arises the pigment-area at the lower pole of the trochophore 
larva, described in my fip paper on Ncrck2 

In that paper I concluded that the pigment-cells were derived 
solely from the I ‘  primary mesoblasts,” having overlooked the 
fact described above that a part of them, and probably the 
greater pa@, are derived from the macromeres (entomeres). I 
reached the further conclusion that the pigment-cells wandered 
into the interior and spread out upon the walI of the archenteron 
to form a part of the splanchnic mesoblast.s Renewed studies 
demonstrate the erroneous nature of this latter conclusion, and 
prove that thr &tJteiit++!s givc rbe to the posteriw part of the 
nrclretttcni run// itscF Both in total preparations and in serial 
longitudinal sections ‘ of the successive stages, every step can 

*Thew cells nre obviously compnral~le to the entoblast-cells of the fourth and 
fifth quutets (and Inter entoblPJt-derivntiver) in other annelids. In Ncrcif they 
show no definite nrrmgment. 

‘1892, PP. 41% 417. 
5 Nrrtis, p. 413. 
‘The best results were obtained with strong Flemming’s fluid. 
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be followed of the progressive inwandering of the pigment-cells 
(Fig. 4) to form the narrower posterior part of the pear-shaped 
archenteron, while the anterior part is devdoped from the four 
macromeres (entomeres) as is proved by the fact, among 0th. 
,ers, that the fat-drops are found lying in its wall. There is no 
possibility of mistaking the fact that the pigment-cells actually 
form the archenteric wall, for their outlines can easily be seen 

A 
FK. 4, NEUEIS. Sqittnl sections of Inrvx. A. Irochophore (60 hours), showing 

inwandering of the pigment-cells at the lower pole; stomodrcum and ncurnl plate 
nt the right; B, larva of 4$ days, showing the pigment-cells ntp. 

and the pigment-granules are found throughout the whole thick- 
ness of the wall (Fig. 4, B). The pigment-cells are, therefore, 
not mesoblastic, but are entublnst-cdls. 

In so far as the pigment-cells are derived from the macro- 
meres (entomeres), this is exactly what we should expect. 
That cells derived from the I‘ primary mesoblasts ” should 
enter into the formation of the archenteron is however a sur- 
prising result; and it is, therefore, highly important to make 



certain, first whether the pigment-cells are in part identical with 
or descended from the small cells budded forth from the 
“primary mesoblasts,” and second, whether, if this be the fact, 
thc cells of such origin also wander in to form a p r t  of the 
entoblast. A careful study of the successive stages in surface 
views, optical sections, and actual serial sections hardly leaves 
room for doubt in regard to either point. In the first place, 
pigment is developed in the small cells that abut directly 
against the primary mesoblasts (Fig. 3, F), and the products 
of the latter form so considerable a group that it would hardly 
be possible to overlook their displacement or watldering away 
did such a process occur before the appearance of the pigment. 
I can find no evidence of such displacement and hence cannot 
escape the conclusion that the pigment-cells lying just anterior 
to the primary mesoblasts have been derived from them. The 
evidence on the second point, while perhaps not demonstrative, 
is hardly Iess convincing. The pigment-cells disappear from 
the surface pari passti with the growth of the archenteron ; and 
when the latter is fully formed (in embryos of five days and 
upwards) not a trace of pigment can be found at the surface or 
in any of the cells of the posterior region save those of the 
archenteron. That the superficial pigment-cells actually pass 
inwards is proved by the fact that from its first appearance the 
pigment is densest in two (sometimes three) symmetrical areas 
which are first seen at the surface and may then be traced pro- 
gressively inwards in the archenteric wall.’ 

Taken together, these facts leave no doubt, in my opinion, 
that the pigment-cells are derived in part from the primary meso- 
blasts, in part from the entomeres, 2nd that the cells from both 
sources give rise to a portion of the archenteric wall and to no 
other structure. If this conclusion be correct, it follows that 
the I‘ primary mesoblasts” are not properly so-called, but arc 
i1iac~ifo6Imts, precisely as Conklin has described in Crqbi’iila. 
Now, there can be no doubt that the single pair of minute cells 
in Arich and Spio represent the group of cells of like origin in 

Cf. 1892, Figs. 79-91, which show this fact, through not ps clcrrlg 3s i t  appears 
in my more recent prepamtions. 
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Nereh. They must, therefore, be regarded as vestips fl f i l ~  
iiorml eitto6IRFtcclls std ns those 4 LVcreis, niid it"pl'ologicnllly 
thy represent t h  posttrior part of thc c*wtoblnst-plntc' (C f. Fig. I ,  
B ;  Fig. 2, A). 

The foregoing interpretation is entirely 'in harmony with 
Conklin's important discoveries in the gasteropod Gepinrrln. 
Conklin here definitely showed, for the first time in any animal,2 
that the so-called "primary mesoblasts " give rise to a group of 
entoblast-cells before dividing to form the mesoblast-bands. 
But more than this, Crepifiila represents a st,ep in the series 
which may be regarded as anterior to the condition found in 
ivereis ; for here each mesentoblast divides off two entoblast- 
ceIls, the bulk of which taken together is actually greater than 
that of the mesoblastic material remaining, ' I  less than half thc 
cell (4d) being destined to form mesoblast."5 The three forms 
Crepdriln, Nereis, Arkia, thus form a progressive series in which 
the entoblastic part of the mesentoblast cell is reduced from 
more than half the bulk of the cell to an insignificant vestige. 
I t  is probable that two intermediate steps besides iIG-rcis have 
been observed by Lillie and Mead respectively. The two cells 
found by the first named observer, in lilrio, are somewhat larger 
than those of Nereb;' while in Cllyi/iedla as described by 
Mead, they are equal in size to the mesoblastic moiety.' 

1It would ba interesting to determine whether the vestigial cells of Aricin may 
notpe trken into the nrchenteric wall nnd t h u  still retnin their functionnl signifi- 
cnnce. I have not thus far been able to determine this point ; but Mead's obscr- 
vntions on Amphifrift seem to show thnt in this form such is not the cnse, for the 
vestigial cells are here formed 50 far fmm the surface that they pas into the cleavage- 
cavity and nrc carried fownds nt the tips of the nieablnst-bnnds. Mend himself 
concludes thnt their position in Amphifri/c is secondnly, k i n g  a " reniinixence of 
a surface division which still persists in mnny forms" (1897, p. 2 9 5 )  I would sug- 
gest thnt their position in Au@hihikmnybe due to tlie enrlyinwnnderingof the " pri- 
mary mesoblnsts." It is not surprising thnt a vestigial cell of this kind should vary 
wmewhnt in position ; and it should be recalld thnt in A'creir the later-formed cells 
lie at m e  distnnce below the surfnce. In :lrit.in, too, the vestigial cells do not 
nlwnyr reach the surface. 

1 ComFare, however, the somewhat similar enrlia accounts of Patten for Pdrh  
(1896) and Stnuflacher for C j r l n ~  (1893). See Conklin, p. 71. 

3 Crrpidtth, p. rig. 
6 U,rio, Fig. 60. 
s18g7, Fig. 88. 
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Neither of these observers, it is true, suggests the interpretation 
given above, Lillie somewhat doubtfully assigning to the super- 
ficial cells the same fate as I originally did in Nenk while 
Mead leaves the matter undetermined. It seems probable, 
however, that we may look for the same fate for these cells as 
in Crtkziitiln or IvErpii,' indeed I venture to think that Lillie's 
observations are themselves open to such an interpretation.' 

These facts, I believe, support the view which has been held 
by many embryologists from the time of Kowalevsky onwards 
that the primary mesoblasts, or mesoblastic pole-cells of an- 
nelids and mollusks must be regarded as derivatives of the 
archenteron. In both these groups the primary mesoblasts are 
derived from the posterior cell of the fourth quartet of " micro- 
meres," the lateral and anterior cells of which are, so far as we 
know, strictly and always efitoblastic. The facts indicate, fur- 
ther, that a progressive process of differentiation in cleavage has 
been going forward, through which the posterior cell of this 
quartet has become more and more strictly given over to the 
formation of mesoblast. The vestigial cells of Ark;@, Spio, 
AuIplritritc and Plniiodh would seem to represent the last traces 
of such archenteric origin of the teloblasts ; and it is possible, 
indeed probable, that there are cases in which even these traces 
have disappeared, the posterior cell of the fourth quartet being 
strictly mesoblastic from the first.' 

I Gnklin hu fully considered (Crtjidtdn, p. 72) the npprcntly contradictory 
case of Unibrt//u, as described by Heymons (1893), where cells exnctly corre- 
sponding to the t'posterior enteroblw' '  of Crtjidida are described as giving rise to 
mesoblast. Despite Heymon's careful nccount, I venture to think that the c w  de- 
mands re-invcstiption in the light of Conklin's work. I n  a recent a c m n t  of the 
mesoblat in Physa (1897), Wienejski finds that small cells ( ~ ' m e ~ e n n - r n i ~ o .  
meru") arebudded forth not only from the "primary mesoblasts" but nlso from the 
lnrger lateml cells derived Irm them. All these cells are assumed to be rn- 
blutic. though their fate was not followed out (1897, p. 391). 

fi Unio, kig. 67. 
'Cf. Kowalevsky, 1871, p. 30; 0. nnd R. Hertwig, 1881, p, 47. Hatschek, 

1888, p. 76; Rnbl, 1889, p. 207, and earlier literature there cited. 
'This point must remain doubtful until renewed investigation shall show 

whether the superficial budding is ever entirely suppressed ; fw we cannot slfely 
infer ils absence from existing accounts, and I am not convinced that my own state- 
ment of their npparent absence in Pohtmtia (Ncrtis, p. 458) may not have rested 
upon an oversight. 



FIG. 6, LErToruyA. (Camera dmwings from the transparent living embryos. ) 
A, 3z-cell stage, from the upper pole ; B, 36-cell stage, from the side, showing 
second division of z ; C, side view, npproximntcly 60 cells, showing the third 
ectoblnst cell (25) derived from 2, the fourth quartet (4) nnd the hnsnl entohlnsts 
(D, C). D, delaminntion of mesoblnst in the fourth division of z (shaded), 
from the lower pole, showing the bnsnl quartet of entomeres (AD, nnd the two 
somewhat unqunl cells ( @ I ,  4d l )  formed by the vertical division of the poster- 
ior cell:of the fourth quartet. E, posterior view of ensuing s t q c ,  showing the 
two posterior mesoblast cells (shndcd) lying in the interior, and n mnrkcd in- 
equality between (&'and @*). F, later singe; multiplication of the mew- 
blast-cells (shaded) equality of 4dl and 4d*, ns in Dirrrrn*/iJ. 

a 
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The bearing of this conclusion on the possible relation be- 
tween the teloblastic and enterocaelic modes of mesoblast-for- 
mation is obvious. This question will, however, appear in a 
clearer light after a consideration of the polyclade cell-lineage 
in relation to the foregoing results. 

11. 

THE MICROMERE-QUARTETS IN AXSELIDS, MOLLUSKS AND 
POLYCLADES. 

The marvelously close resemblance in ccll-lineage between 
the annelids, gasteropods and lamellibranchs which recent re- 
search, more especially within the last five years, has brought 
to light, leaves no doubt not only that the general forms of 
cleavage in these groups are reducible to a common type, but 
also that a considerable number of more or less definite cell- 
homologies can be- established between them, even in the early 
cleavage-stages. The attempt to extend the comparison beyond 
the limits of these groups has, however, thus far encountered a 
very serious stumbling-block in the cell-lineage of the poly- 
clades. If we accept Lang's view, which is supported by a 
large a m o u t  of evidence, that the platodes are not very far 
removed from the ancestral prototype of annelids and mollusks, 
we should expect to find in the polyclade a mode of cleavage 
to which that of the higher forms can in its main features be 
reduced. In point of i c t ,  however, this seems to be the case 
only in the f o m  of cleavage and not, so to speak, in its strbstnjlcc; 
for, although the general type of cleavage and the arrangement 
of the blastomeres in the polyclade shows an extraordinary re- 
semblance to that of the annelid or gasteropd, the cells seem 
not to have the same morphological value. I have elsewhere 
sufficiently indicated the nature of 'this difficulty,' which has 
also been remarked by a number of other writers; but for 
the sake of clearness I will again direct attention to its leading 
features . 

1Ntrtir, p. 4 1  ; The Cell, pp. 314, 315. 
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In tlie typical development' of all the forms in question- 
polyclades, annelids, gasteropods, lamellibranch$-the egg first 
divides into four quadrants. From these at least three, and 
sometimes four or five regular quartets of cells-usually smaller, 
and hence designated as ' I  micromeres " - a r e  successively pro- 
duced by more or less iinequal and oblique cleavages toward 

FIG. 5. Diagram showing the typical nmngement of the micromere-quartets in 
plyclades, annelids and mollusks (their secondary divisions being omitted). 
A, from the upper pole. 8, diagnm of the typical history of the posterior quad- 
rant of an annelid or gutempod embryo ; ectoblnst is derived fmni the unshaded 
cells ( I ,  2, 3) ,  the mesoblast-bnnds fmm the dotted cell (4)r ectoblnst from the 
lined cells (5 ,  D). 

the upper pole (diagram, Fig. 5 ) .  These quartets are dis- 
placed according to a definite law, the first being rotated, as it 
were, towards the right (clockwise), the secoiid towards the 
left (anti-clockwise), the third to tlie right, and so on in regular 
alternation.* The s'wondary divisions of these micromeres also 

* There nrc some well-determined exceptions to this mode of cleavnge, and at least 
one of these-the cnse of Pofychtwu~, as described by Cardiner, 185-is nppnrently 
irreducible to it. 

9The reversal of the direction of displacement in the sinistral gastempods, dis- 
covered by Crampton, is an exception which emphasizes the NIC. 
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show a remarkablesirnilarity, in all the forms, up to a certain point. 
In morphological value, however, the micromere-quartets of tlie 
polyclade appear to differ radically froq those of the annelid- 
mollusk type. In the former the first quartet is described as 
givillg rise to the entire ectoblast, while the second and third 
quartets are mesoblastic.’ In the latter, on the other hand, 
these same three quartets give rise to ectoblast, while, as stated 
above, the main mass of the mesoblast is derived from a single 
cell (the posterior) of a fourth quartet of which the other three 
cells form entoblast (Fig. 5 ,  13). If a fifth quartet is formed it 
is invariably entoblastic (Fig. 2,. A). 

At the time attention was first called to these differences it 
seemed hopeless to reconcile them. Later researches showed, 
ho!vever, that the discrepancy was not so great as it seemed. 
Lillie first discovered in 1895 that in the Iamellibranch Uhio one 
cell (the left) of the second quartet give rise to mesoblastic elc- 
ments (the ‘ I  larval mesenchyme ”) and more recently Conklin 
has found a similar derivation of mesoblast-cells from three. cells 
(right, left arid anterior) of this quartet in the gasteropod f i c -  

It is clear that these interesting discoveries partially bridge 
the gap between the polyclade and the other forms ; though 
how great it still remains may be judged from the fact that 
Conkliii still regarded the differences as ‘‘ very great, perhaps 
irreconcilable,” ‘ while Mead, in a still more recent work on the 
cell-lineage of annelids, is forced into a position of skepticism 
regarding Lang’s whole account of the origin of mesoblast in 
the p~lyclade.~ 

k r  these and other reasons a re-examination of the early de- 
velopment of polyclades has become in the highest degree de- 
sirable. .After a search extending through several years, I have 
at  length succeeded in finding a form very favorable for this 
purpose-a species of teptoplam having eggs that are large 

pidda.3 

1 h n g ,  1884. 
1 Uiiio, p. 24. 
3 C q i d h ,  p. 150. 
6 An undetermined species found in great profusion at Port Tornsend, \\‘nshing- 

4 Crtpidiiftr, p. 196. 
‘ x 8 9 7 ~  P* 2%‘. 

ton, on Puget Sound. 
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and transparent, are easily procurable in large numbers, and de- 
velop so slowly that the successive stages may be very accu- 
rately followed in life, while every point may be repeatedly 
verified in a large number of specimens. The results of a study 
of these eggs not only help still further to set aside the ap- 
parent contradiction between the polyclade and the annelid- 
mollusk type, but, when taken in connection with the foregoing 
observations on annelids and gasteropods, also raise some highly 
interesting questions regarding the relation of cell-lineage to an- 
cestral reminiscence. 

I shall not here describe the cleavage of Leptopfaria in detail, 
but will only indicate its leading features. Up to the thirty- 
two-cell stage, and for some distance beyond, the cleavage is a 
most beautiful example of. the symmetrical spiral type, agree- 
ing very exactly with Dbcomlii as described by Lang, except- 
ing in the fact that in the four-cell stage the cross-furrow is 
inconstant and oRen wanting. The first three quartets of mi- 
cromeres are formed exactly as in an annelid, and have the 
same position and relative size as in DkcoccrliJ (Fig. 5 ,  A), while 
the four large cells remaining give rise to the archenteron. 
Regarding the morphological value of these three quartets, 
however, my results differ very ‘considerably from Lang’s and 
are such as to bring the polyclade cell-lineage into direct rela- 
tion with that of the annelid, gasteropod and lamellibranch. 
As in these groups all three of the par t eh  gi.r risp to ectoblast, 
the first and third apparently to ectoblast alone, though I am 
not certain that the third quartet may not give rise also to a 
small modicum of mesoblast-cells. The principal interest 
centers in the second quartet, from which, as Hallez, G t t e  and 
Lang have shown, the principal mass of the mesoblast is formed. 
What thesg observers have failed to observe is thc fact that each 
cell of this’quartet gives rise to several ectoblast-cells-at least 
three, and probably four-before sinking into the interior to 
form mesoblast. These divisions are of constant form, as fol- 
lows: During the fifth cleavage each cell divides unequally 
towards the left as viewed from the side (i. e., clockwise, as seen 
from above) to form an ectoblast-cell (“ 2”’) that abuts against a 
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celI of tlie third quartet formed about the same time (Fig. 6, 
A),l The second division is nearly or quite horizontal, sepant- 
ing a second ectoblast-cell (Ii 2”) directly above the original 
or stem-cell (Fig. 6, n). The third ectoblast cell ( I ‘  2”’), which 
is very small, is budded forth at the lower tip in the angle be- 
tween the macromeres (Fig. 6, C, 0). The three cclls thus 
formed (2l, 2, z3, Fig. 6) enter, as I believe, into the general 
ectoblast. At the fourth division the stem-cell divides unequally 
in a direction parallel to the surface, a largc inner cell being de- 
laniinated off from a smaller superficial cell (2‘, Fig. 6, 0). 
nit. irrrirr ccll is forcrd into thr n q l c  betwceii the two ac+oiiiirix 
1 6  tn~crot~irr~s,” atid forrm ONC gitndrarit of thr inesoblast; thr 
oirtcr cdl jntttris ottt nt thr sirface arid ti, 1 bl.Iimc, ail cctoblmt- 
cdl, though I am not entirely sure that it may not ultimately 
migrate into the interior to form mesoblast. The four primary 
mesoblast-cells thus formed rapidly multiply to form four 
groups of rounded granular cells (Fig. 6, F) which may easily 
be seen for a long time through the transparent ectoblast and 
from which the greater part, if not al1;of the adult mesoblast 
is derived. 

It is clear from these facts that the cells of the second quartet 
in the polyclade (i. c., in Lcpoplnria) are not purely mesoblastic, 
but are r)iesectoblnsts. It  seems equally clear that the formation 
of ‘ I  larval mesenchyme” from certain cells of the second quartet 
in Uiio and Crupidttln must be regarded as an ancestral remi- 
niscence or survival of the process that occurs in all four of the 
cells in the polyclade, and it is an interesting question whether 
such a survival may not also occur in the embryos of annelids. 
A careful =-examination of Nertis with respect to this point has 
thus far yielded a negative result. In Aricin, on the other hand, 
it is probable that two mesoblast-cells arise from eithbr the 
second or third quartet, though the material at my command 
has not enabled me to reach adecisive result, At the stage shown 
in Figs. I ,  C, and 2, A, two Iarge and very conspicuous rounded 
cells are found lying, one on eithcr side, in the cleavage-cavity 
behveen the lateral ectoblast and the mesoblast-band (y ,  y ,  Fig. 

‘Lnng tigures this diviion-PI. 35, Fig. 5. 



7) and slightly anterior to the latter. Sections show that these 
cells are budding forth smaller cells into the cleavage-cavity. I 
am nearly certain that these cells are not derived from the ento- 
blast ; and their position is such that an origin from the primary 
mesoblasts is improbable. They arc often closely wedged in 
between the overlying ectoblast-cells, and all the appearances 
indicate that they have been derived from the latter. From 
their position I believe it probable that these cells have been de- 
rived from the two lateral cells of either the third or the second 

FIG. 7, ARICIA. Frontal optical section' of early embryo of Arick, sho\\-ing the 
pnrallel mcsoblart.bands (MI, m) extending upwnrds from theprimnry rnesobluts, 
h/, A< behind the entoblast plnte (cf. Figs. I ,  C and 2, A ,  which show the 
same individoal in different positions). At the sides of, and slightlyanterior to, 
the mcsoblnst-bands nre the two mesobl3st-cells (J, y) of probable ectoblnstic 
origin. 

quartet-i, c., from derivation of c 3  and d5, or of c Z  and R' (q. 
Fig. 2 ,  +and that they accordingly are comparable to the 
" larval mesenchyme" or " secondary mesoblast" (i. r., thc ecto- 
mesoblast) of Uuin and Crepidh. Future investigation must 
determine whether this surmise be correct, and what is the ulti- 
mate fate of these cells, but the facts give, I think, good reason 

* Confirnted by nctud sections. 



to expect that thc annelids will ultimately be shown to agree with 
the mollusks in showing reminiscences of the ancestral mode of 
development in the double origin of the mesoblast. 

Returning now to the mollusks, Wierzejski, in a recent pre- 
liminary paper (1897) states very explicitly that in Physa a 
part of the mesoblast is derived from two cells of the third 
quartet.' This result, if well founded, gives good reason to 
suspect that the third quartet may give rise to mesoblast in 
some of the polyclades, as Lsng has maintained for Discocadis. 
In Leptuphn I have sought carefully for evidence of such a 
process, but thus far without success. This negative result is, 
however, inconclusive owing to the difficulty of tracing the later 
history of the individual cells. The first division of the third 
quartet is vertical tothe surface (Fig. 6, C) and in later stages I 
have thus far found no evidence that adelamination of meso- 
blast occurs. Som aker t h t  ddaminntion of mzsoblast in the 
second quartet, all of the ectoblast-cells forming the lips of the 
blastopore become much flattened (Fig. 6,  F), while the ecto- 
blast-cap rapidly extends downward, the blastopore finally clos- 
ing at or near the lower pole. In these stages the outlines of 
the thin ecoblast-cells are very difficult to see, either in life or in 
preparations, owing to the confusion produced by the underlying 
deutoplasm-spheres, now much increased in size, on which they 
are moulded. The mesoblast now forms four groups of 
rounded granular cells conspicuously seen through the trans- 
parent outer cells. A study of the successive stages proves that 
the greater number of these are derivatives of the second quartet ; 
but the possibility remains that some additions may have been 
made from the third quartet. 

From the foregoing account it appears that the " mesoblast " 
of the polyclade is derived from the ectoblast; and it may, I 
think, be taken as a fair working hypothesis that this " meso- 
blast" is represented in the mollusks, and probably also in 
somc annelids by cells (" larval mesenchyme," etc.) derived from 
the second quartct (Uliio, Crcpidiih, Aricin (?) ) or pe'rhaps in 

Confirmed by Holmer in the case of &nrtarbis h c e  the a h v c  \ v s  written. 
See Sricnrr, VI, So. 1-54. 
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Some cases from the third quartet (Physa, Arkia(?)).* Assum- 
ing this to be the case, what shall we say of the mesoblast- 
bands, which are in annelids and mollusks derived from the 
fourth quartet and which, as we have seen reason to concludc 
(p. IZ), are probably to be regarded as derivatives of the primi- 
tive archenteron ? The development of the polyclade suggests 
an answer to this question which is in harmony with the facts 
discussed in !he first part of this paper, As earlier observers 
have shown, the fourth division of the “macromeres” in the 
polyclade is unequal, giving rise to four smaller cells nt thr 
fowerpofe of the embryo (A-D, Fig. 6, C-E), and to four much 
larger celis lying above them. From these eight cells, which 
are heavily laden with deutoplasm and differ entirely in appear- 
ance from the ectomeres and mesomeres, the archenteron is 

. formed. With this Lrptopfana exactly agrees, and I can find 
no evidence that m&oblast-cells are formed from any of these 
eight cells. If now we judge solely by relative position without 
respect to size, the four larger cells or “macromeres” (4-4) 
correspond exactly with the fourth quartet of annelids and mol- 
lusks-in fact, they are relatively not very much larger than in 
some of the mollusks (c. g., Pfatrorbk, t. Rabl, 1880). Lang 
discovered the remarkable fact that in Dticocdk, as in so many 
of the latter animals, the posterior cell of these four di- 
vides long before the others ; and further, that this division is 
equal, giving rise to two symmetrically placed cells at the ps- 
tenor end of the embryo, while the ensuing divisions of the 
other three cells of the quartet ate unequal and irregular.* 
MeadS has pointed out the very remarkable resemblance of 
these two cells in Discordti to the I‘ primary mesoblasts ” of 
annelids and gasteropods and even goes so far as to suggest 
that they may give rise to mesoblast-bands in the polyclade. 
My observations on Lcptupfatia lend no support to this suggcs- 
tion, agreeing nearly with those of Lang on Discocdis save in 

I Edouad hlcyer (1890, p. 2%) has definitely compared the I‘ pnrenchymn” 
(mwblast) of the Turbellnria with the I ‘  larval mecenchyme ” of the annelids. 
which he believes to have n different origin from the mesoblast-bands. 

8Cf. Lnng. 1884, Figs. X7-20. 
‘1897, p. 2%. 
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one noteivortliy respect, namely, that the division of !he pos- 
terior niacromere ” is variable, only rarely dividing equally 

’ (Fig. 6, F) and as a rule dividing unequally, giving rise to a * 

smaller cell (&*, Fig. 6, E )  that is typically formed obliquely 
towards the right as seen from the side (i, c., in a leiotropic or 
anti-clockwise spiral.l From this it appears that the form of 
cleavage in tke fourth quartet of Discocafis, which agrees so 
exactly with that of the annelids and mollusks, appears as only 
an occasional variation in LLptopfatia, though even here the 
posterior macromcre ” is always the first to divide. 

As regards the fate of these cells, the inequality of &’ and 
&’ (often very marked) is itself indirect evidence that they do 
not give rise to symmetrical mesoblast-bands as in the higher 
types and I find.ao evidence that either of them gives rise to 
mesoblast-cells. Both seem to have the same fate as the other 
entoblast-cells, with which they exactly agree in deutoplasmic 
structure, and enter into the formation of the archenteron as 
Lang has shown in the case of Dhcocadis. Can we neverthe- 
less regard them as homologous to, or rather as the prototypes 
of, the primary mesentoblasts of the annelids and mollusks? 
When we reflect on the facts, reviewed in the first part of this 
paper, we may hesitate to answer this question in the negative. . 

For we have seen reason for the conclusion that the primary 
mesoblasts of annelids and gasteropods have arisen historically, 
as they arise ontogenctically, froui the posterior: pnrt of thr nrcll- 
etittroii ; and we have traced the entoblastic elements of the 
posterior cell of the fourth quartet from a minute and apparently 
functionless vestige (Aricia) back to a group of large and im- 
portant cells (Crrpidda). I think we should consider the pos- 
sibility, if only as a working hypothesis, that in ancestral types 
the entoblastic elements of the posterior cell of the fourth quartet 

1 Typicnlly-i. c., in probnhly ninety per cent. of the cnses observed, the division 
is mnrkedly ~inn~ual-oftcn much more u) than in Fig. 5, b. In n fe\v c w s  the 
tlirection of divkion is reversed, the smaller cell, +f’ being found towards the left 
(dexiotropic spiral). Sometimes the division is q u n l  nnd vertical ns in Ditrocelis; 
more nrely it  is horizontrl and either qunl or unequal. I believe all tllae vnria- 
(ions occur in norms1 emhryos. A considerable time after the lotmadon of 4dI the 
other macromeres begin to divide unequally nnd ineplnrly, nnd all the mncromcrcs 
ultimltely break up into smaller rounded cells, heavily lnden with dctttnplnsm. 



may have preponderated a4 greatly over the mesoblastic as the 
latter now preponderates over the entoblastic in Aricin ; and that 
the beginning of the series may have been such a mode.of develop- 
ment as still occurs in the polyclade where the entire quartet 
is entoblastic. Thus we are brought anew to the view wl~ich 
has been advocated by a number of morphologists, prominent 
among them Edouard Meyer,' that the mesoblast-bands (ento- 
mesoblast) of the higher forms may have been of different origin 
phylogenetically from the " larval mesenchyme"' 

More specifically I would suggest that in the ancestral type 
the fourth quartet was strictly entoblastic ; that at a later period 
in the phylogeny the trunk-mesoblast (mesoblast-bands of higher 
types) took its origin from the posterior part of the archenteron, 
perhaps in connection with the development of a new body-region 
from the posterior part of the ancestral body ; and that as the 
cleavage became progressively specialized (i. t,, assumed more of 
what Conklin has termed a " determinate type ") the seat of this 
mesoblast-formation became more and more definitely localized 
in the posterior member of the fourth quartet. The symmet- 
rical division of this cell in the polyclade might accordingly be 
regarded as the prototype of that which occurs in  the annelid 
or mollusk, though the resulting cells have in the latter 
forms acquired a different morphological significance. In other 
words the old building-pattern, still persisting more or less 
definitely in the polyclade, has been adapted to a new use3 
precisely as in the evolution of adult structures. 
. I would distinctly repeat that these suggestions arc oKered only 

as a speculative working hypothesis : yet, despite thcir hypothe- 
tical character, it seems to nic tliat they may give a new point of 
attack upon some of the puzzling phylogenetic problcms with 
which the study of cell-lineage has to grapple. 

' Isgo, p. 259. 
* t C f .  Conklin, p. 151. 
5 '1  Imagine that in any yxciec a new nigan i* ntldcd, or rather, thnt a dlRLse 

scriec of structures gains grcnt importance nntl compactncir in the courw of evolu 
tion But the 
form of cli-nvnge is almady dcfincd. * * * 'The mnniifacliirc of n new Cell be- 
ing an impeibility, an old cell miirt he motlifictl to reprcscnt the new organ." 
(Lillie, 1895, p. 37 ) 

Then this new rlructiire rmy Ic reprewted in ontqcny by a cell. 
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111. 

ON CELL-LINEAGE AND ANCESTHAL REMINISCENCE.' 
The phenomena shown in the history of the micromere-quar- 

tets in platodes, annelids and mollusks are, I think, of general in- 
terest in two directions. 

In the first place they render it highly probable, if they do not 
actually demonstrate, that development may exhibit ancestral 
reminiscence as clearly in the cleavage of the ovum as in the 
later formation of tissues and organs. That the rudimentary 
entoblasts of Ariciu, Spio, or AuqWrite are such aricestral rem- 
iniscences seems almost as clear as that the yolk-sac of the 
mammalian embryo or the primitive streak of a bird-embryo are 
such ; and the same may be said of the formation of mesen- 
chyme-cells from the second quartet in U ~ i o  or Crrpidida 
These facts, among many others, may well give us hope that, 
when the comparative study of cell-lineage has been carried. 
further, the study of the cleavage-stages may prove as valuable 
a means for the.investigation of homologies and of animal rela- 
tionships as that of the embryonic and larval stages. The re- 
sults of experimental embryology have no doubt seemed ad- 
verse to such a conclusion, by showing how easily the cleav- 
age-stages may be altered by changes in the conditions of 
development. But I cannot see that the embryonic and larval 
stages are in much better case. Certainly the modification of 
cleavage-forms which Driesch has effected in the echinoderm 
egg by pressure, temperature and the like, are hardly greater 
than those which Herbst has brought to pass in the gas- 
trular and larval stages of the same eggs through modification 
of the chemical environment. It is true that 'nearly related 
forms-for example the gasteropods and the cephalopods-my 
differ very widely in the form of cleavage ; but so they may in 
the embryonic and larval stages, and it may fairly be questioned 
whether secondary modification " or caenogenetic change " 
has gone further in one case than in the other. 

'The term "mcatrnl reminiscence" is here used to denote any feature of de- 
vdopment, the meaning of which is only apparent in the light of earlier historical 
Conditions, whether of tlie adult or of the embryo. 
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Recent advances in the study of cell-lineage have, it is true, 
raised some new apparent difficulties in the attempt to establish 
precise cell-homologies, even between nearly relatcd forms' 
though I suspect that some of these will be found less serious 
than they now appear. Against these difficulties, however, 
may fairly be placed an increasing body of affirmative evi- 
dence,' and on this side may be ranged the observations re- 
corded in the present paper. We should, moreover, remember 
that just as the homologies of adult parts may be complete or 
incomplete in various degrees (as Gegenbaur long since urged), 
so cell-homologies may be more or less definite. Furthermore, 
just as we cannot always find exact equivalents, in related forms, 
of thc several sub-divisions of homologous nerves or blood- 
vessels or sense-organs, so we need not expect to find exact 
homologues for all the individual cells throughout ontogeny, 
The wonder is, indeed, that so many definite cell-homologies 
have been established. I believe the facts now known demon- 
strate the inadequacy of Hertwig's too simple conclusion that the 
definite values of the blastomeres, and hence of the cell-homol- 
9gies based upon them, are merely an incidental result of the 
continuity of developmentIs and that they do not leave without 
support the plea made five years ago in my paper on Nrreic, for 
the study of cell-lineage as a guide to relationship.' 

In the second place, these facts seem on the whole to cm- 
phasize the importance of cell-formation in development. The 
inadequacy of the cell-theory as applied to development has 
been very ably urged, especially by Whitman and by Adam 
Sedgwick ; and their conclusions, fortified by the epoch-making 
discoveries of ROUX, Driesch and others on the development of 
isolated blastomeres, are of an importance that we are only be- 
ginning fully to realize. But the time has not yet come for a 
just estimate of the cell-theory in this aspect ; and it may well 
be questioned whether in the reaction against the cell-mosaic 
theory, as originated by Schwann, and developed with so much 

1 Cf. Jlerd, 1897, nnd Child, 1897. 
'Cf. Conklin, 1897. 
"f. the very effective criticism of Conklin, 1897, p. 191. 

' 1892, pp. 367, 455. 



ingenuity by Roux and Weismann, the pendulum of opinion 
may not have swung too far towards the opposite extreme. 
The persistence in cleavage of vestigial cells (such as the rudi- 
mentary enteroblasts of Aricin), or of vestigial processes in the 
formation of the germ-layers (as in the origin of the I ‘  mesen- 
chyme” in Unio or Crrpididn) adds to the evidence that the 
number and character of the cell-divisions stand in some direct 
and important relation to the differentiation-process ; and it 
would be difficult to explain such ancestraI reminiscence in cell- 
lineage under any view which does not recognize in cell-out- 
lines the definite boundaries of differentiation-areas in the de- 
veloping embry0.l The history of the posterior cell of the 
fourth quartet in annelids and gasteropods gives a clue to the 
process through which teloblasts and other determinate proto- 
blasts have arisen by progressive specialization ; and I think it 
lends support to the distinction drawn by Conklinl between 
‘ I  determinatc ” and “indeterminate ” types of cleavage by show- 
ing some of the steps by which the former may have been 
acquired. 

From a physiological standpoint the persistence of rudimen- 
tary cells in cleavage is a problem of high interest which 
merges into the larger problem of ancestral reminiscence in 
general. When one considers the analogous case of the polar 
bodies, one is almost tempted to suspct that the formation of 
the rudimentary enteroblasts may be in some way connected 
with a definite transformation of the nuclear substance. It is, 
however, equally possible that the removal of the cytophstrrric 
substance of these cells may be a necessary condition of the 
differentiation of the rnesoblastic material. 

Z ~ ~ I . O C I C A L  LAIIORATORY OF CoLminu L h v E n s r r Y ,  
December 4, 1897. 

‘Cf. Wilson, 1893, p. 14. 

‘1897, p 190. 
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